
From: Charles Volz
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 2:54:33 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Charles Volz 
37895 M J Chase Rd
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:chuckvolz67@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: DEAN GLYCENFER
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 11:28:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
DEAN GLYCENFER 
4631 SE 79th Ave
Portland, OR 97206 

mailto:docygly@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Russell Gallup
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 11:05:45 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Russell Gallup 
CONTACT
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

mailto:russ@oregoncaliforniasupply.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dennis Parker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 11:04:22 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Dennis Parker 
2110 Freeman Ave
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:caseyparker2110@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: SUSAN EGGER
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 9:34:24 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
SUSAN EGGER 
PO Box 456
Lowell, OR 97452 

mailto:walkaloosas@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Patricia Barger
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 9:08:18 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Patricia Barger 
PO Box 42153
Portland, OR 97242 

mailto:xorsrainstar@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Janice Eiler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 17, 2020 8:52:29 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Janice Eiler 
2374 Jericho Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306 

mailto:janmarieeiler@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Leilani sykes
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 10:42:07 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Leilani sykes 
N Hwy 97
, OR 97760 

mailto:goatiegal@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ervine Nelson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 10:00:35 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ervine Nelson 
16388 SW Wright St
Beaverton, OR 97007 

mailto:grandmaclaus1@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Elizabeth Fowler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 9:52:58 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Elizabeth Fowler 
605 Highland Vista Ln
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:lizzart@sbcglobal.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Elizabeth Brooks
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:12:18 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Elizabeth Brooks 
26845 McFarland Rd
Monroe, OR 97456 

mailto:brooksl@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Julia Ingram
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:05:54 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Julia Ingram 
30370 Driver Rd
Shedd, OR 97377 

mailto:jingram234@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Douglas Little
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:48:28 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Douglas Little 
7161 SW Arbor Lake Dr
Wilsonville, OR 97070 

mailto:ddite5little@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Stephen Brons
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:46:00 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Stephen Brons 
144815 Gracewood Pl
Gilchrist, OR 97737 

mailto:bronsbf@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ronald Chappell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:28:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ronald Chappell 
500 Prescott Ave
Oakland, OR 97462 

mailto:rchap_52@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Greta Fridlund
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:19:12 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Greta Fridlund 
2951 Coburg Rd
Eugene, OR 97408 

mailto:gfridlund@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: marcia baker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 5:50:23 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
marcia baker 
11980 OR-47
Carlton, OR 97111 

mailto:mbaker7575@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: PATRICIA CLARKE
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:31:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
PATRICIA CLARKE 
PO Box 2801
Oregon City, OR 97045 

mailto:333pmc@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Pat Harrington
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:30:43 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Pat Harrington 
7642 Champion Hill Rd SE
Salem, OR 97306 

mailto:harrington91@q.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Timothy McCormick
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:06:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Timothy McCormick 
410 E F St
Culver, OR 97734 

mailto:shooters4h@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rod Malone
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:31:48 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Rod Malone 
11528 NW Cir Ave
Prineville, OR 97754 

mailto:rod68201@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Glen Amick
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:28:14 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Glen Amick 
PO Box 2651
Waldport, OR 97394 

mailto:ram2001@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Madera
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:12:41 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Michael Madera 
PO Box 645
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:maderam47@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dean Blades
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:46:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Dean Blades 
19978 OR-211
Colton, OR 97017 

mailto:dblades79@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Helen China
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:46:00 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Helen China 
1166 Elm St NW
Salem, OR 97304 

mailto:kelliegrrl2k@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Keith Green
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:28:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Keith Green 
4185 Campbell Dr SE
Salem, OR 97317 

mailto:kgreensing@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Shannon Kiehn
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:24:13 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Shannon Kiehn 
1354 Quinn Rd
Woodburn, OR 97071 

mailto:shannonkiehn@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Shore
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:23:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Robert Shore 
62344 Old Sawmill Rd
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:theshoresbs@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ken Nygren
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 2:05:43 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ken Nygren 
12555 SE Kimsey Rd
Dayton, OR 97114 

mailto:woodsmantwo@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Terry Garrelts
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:54:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Terry Garrelts 
2370 NW Canterbury Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:btg_32@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kelsey Wood
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:48:15 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kelsey Wood 
340 Page Rd
Roseburg North, OR 97495 

mailto:kwood@gordonwoodinsurance.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Grubbs
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:47:09 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Donna Grubbs 
713 W 14th St
The Dalles, OR 97058 

mailto:veragrubbs@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sandra Gray
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:46:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sandra Gray 
6024 Fircrest St SE
Salem, OR 97306 

mailto:slgray3@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Crawford
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:46:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
John Crawford 
8313 Yaquina Bay Rd
Newport, OR 97365 

mailto:john@fairywoodland.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cole Roth
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:39:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Cole Roth 
1451 SW Fellows St
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:roth008@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cristy Murray
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:37:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Cristy Murray 
17980 S Redland Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045 

mailto:doglady8@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Liz Smith
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:32:18 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Liz Smith 
2332 NW Victoria Ct
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:lizgrimmsmith@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: William Guy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:31:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
William Guy 
3426 Southwest Evergreen Avenue
Redmond, OR 97756 

mailto:g4guys@bendbroadband.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Alicia Sinkule
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:30:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Alicia Sinkule 
85021 Lorane Hwy
Eugene, OR 97405 

mailto:ksinkule@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Marshall
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:24:21 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Linda Marshall 
220 2nd Ave
Culver, OR 97734 

mailto:lindajoregon@centurylink.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: David Erickson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:23:17 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
David Erickson 
1020 Havenwood Dr
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

mailto:derickson@lrtco.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Beilin
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:19:44 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Robert Beilin 
PO Box 536
Depoe Bay, OR 97341 

mailto:thanxcdc@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Patrick wright
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:19:33 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Patrick wright 
12295 SE Leach Ln
Dayton, OR 97114 

mailto:patrick.wright61@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ronald Jellison
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:16:20 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ronald Jellison 
1193 Arcadia Dr
Eugene, OR 97401 

mailto:fnor001@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Amy Roberts
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:05:54 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Amy Roberts 
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321 

mailto:homerjim82@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Teresa allen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:05:18 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Teresa allen 
91039 Angels Flight Rd
Walterville, OR 97489 

mailto:mtnteresa@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Susan Liesinger
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:03:32 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Susan Liesinger 
1215 Quail Ln
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:szank62@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gerald Pelletier
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 1:01:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Gerald Pelletier 
1147 NE Canyon Dr
Toledo, OR 97391 

mailto:jerryintoledo@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jessica Yandell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:58:52 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jessica Yandell 
24028 Ervin Rd
Philomath, OR 97370 

mailto:jlkhorses@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: David Drago
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:57:12 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
David Drago 
94044 Horton Rd
Blachly, OR 97412 

mailto:dragobrothers@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Georgia Hawkins
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:56:18 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Georgia Hawkins 
2350 SW Jackie Ave
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:georgiahawkins@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sharla Smith
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:52:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sharla Smith 
36445 Necarney City Rd
Nehalem, OR 97131 

mailto:sharlaksmith@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Virginia Johnston
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:51:44 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Virginia Johnston 
10802 OR-202
Clatskanie, OR 97016 

mailto:fancycaldoc@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Pete Buffington
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:48:29 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Pete Buffington 
19822 McKillop Rd
Scotts Mills, OR 97375 

mailto:peteb@onlinenw.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Janine Bakke
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:44:41 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Janine Bakke 
23137 Salmonberry Ln SE
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:jbakke@wvi.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mary Bost
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:41:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Mary Bost 
28031 Meadowview Rd
Junction City, OR 97448 

mailto:marybost16@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Adam Shaddy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:41:13 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Adam Shaddy 
21210 SE Greenleaf Dr
Sandy, OR 97055 

mailto:shaddycore@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Miller
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:41:09 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Robert Miller 
5616 SW Orchid St
Portland, OR 97219 

mailto:rbmiller@lclark.edu
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: William Ocumpaugh
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:37:11 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
William Ocumpaugh 
21643 Tyee Rd
Oakland, OR 97462 

mailto:ocumpaugh@taesbeeville.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Christopher Duncan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:36:41 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Christopher Duncan 
421 Livingood Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

mailto:christopher.scott.duncan@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cristy Rein
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:35:30 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Cristy Rein 
PO Box 1325
Clackamas, OR 97015 

mailto:rzpublish@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Byers
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 16, 2020 12:34:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Robert Byers 
39708 Deerhorn Rd
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:mckenzieriverbox@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michele Dougherty
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 3:09:09 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Michele Dougherty 
2302 Willow Loop E
Florence, OR 97439 

mailto:mjdlcsw54@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lisa Brown
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:29:06 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lisa Brown 
642 Connecticut Ave SE
Salem, OR 97317 

mailto:warren.brown@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Paul Haddock
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:17:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Paul Haddock 
1440 NW Garden Valley Blvd
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:phaddock@douglasfast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gary Blanchard
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 1:05:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

As a native of this state (Oregon) it pains me to see fire damaged forests left to rot. Immediate
salvage and replanting is the correct way to manage all federal, state, and private forests. the
six year intervals of the Tillamook Burn is a good example of what can happen if the snags
and other fuels aren't cleaned up. Please expedite the sale of damaged timber and reforestation
of all state lands and encourage as strongly as possible doing the same on federal lands. Time
is critical. DON"T DELAY
Thanks you

Thank you, 
Gary Blanchard 
7250 SW Philomath Blvd
Corvallis, OR 97333 

mailto:gary@starkerforests.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Andy Duffus
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:46:34 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Also open Oregon forests back up to well managed timber harvest to help reduce the chances
of deviating fires like we saw this summer. Put Oregon logging communities back to work!

Thank you, 
Andy Duffus 
2656 NW Nordeen Way
Bend, OR 97701 

mailto:andyduffus@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jeanne Engman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 12:11:35 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy. 

Thank you for consideration of this important issue. On another note, put people back to work
accomplishing this important task.

Thank you, 
Jeanne Engman 
2315 24th St
Florence, OR 97439 

mailto:2315jeanne@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Debbie McMillan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:58:18 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Debbie McMillan 
1649 Riverhaven Dr S
Salem, OR 97302 

mailto:debbiemcmillan@bhhsrep.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Larry Grone
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:52:43 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Larry Grone 
4399 SW Eriksen Ave
Waldport, OR 97394 

mailto:bildr22@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Laura Harvey
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:46:05 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Laura Harvey 
4986 Oak Hill Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:sevenhlinc@outlook.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rodney Beebe
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:18:37 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Rodney Beebe 
3210 NE Yellowpine Rd
Prineville, OR 97754 

mailto:rodneyb492@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen Rogers
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:10:04 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Karen Rogers 
11150 NW 18th St
Terrebonne, OR 97760 

mailto:dalerogers1@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rick Skaggs
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 11:02:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Rick Skaggs 
116 Front St
Gaston, OR 97119 

mailto:rickskaggs@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Danielle Anderson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:52:03 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Danielle Anderson 
4610 NE Broadway
Portland, OR 97213 

mailto:anderson.danielle11@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lee Montgomery
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:51:25 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lee Montgomery 
298 Martin Way S
Monmouth, OR 97361 

mailto:tenaciouslee76@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Steven Duchscherer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:46:03 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Steven Duchscherer 
91699 Cape Arago Hwy
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:sdpropco@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Chris Jones
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:39:26 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Chris Jones 
3568 Turner Rd SE
Salem, OR 97302 

mailto:hammrhed@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Glen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:32:36 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

This should not be this hard. Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery
effort is needed to remove dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on
the Santiam State Forest only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
John Glen 
90329 Hawkins Rd
Warrenton, OR 97146 

mailto:jglen@pacifier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Amanda Wold
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:31:33 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Open it up with fire firewood gathering passes too.

Thank you, 
Amanda Wold 
19680 Buck Canyon Rd
Bend, OR 97702 

mailto:mrsamandawold@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Candace Fullaway
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:25:36 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Candace Fullaway 
1908 Sunburst Terrace
West Linn, OR 97068 

mailto:candyfullaway@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Peter Hoffman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:19:30 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Peter Hoffman 
1094 SE 2nd St
Warrenton, OR 97146 

mailto:picog40@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Harper
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:18:58 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Linda Harper 
5866 Westlake Loop N
Keizer, OR 97303 

mailto:harper7761@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Grace Mayer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:18:42 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Grace Mayer 
151 Dan Ave
Medford, OR 97501 

mailto:gsmayer541@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mark Baumgartner
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:17:14 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Mark Baumgartner 
7025 NW Quailwood Dr
Albany, OR 97321 

mailto:mark.baumgartner@weyerhaeuser.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Richard Campbell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:16:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

As an active motorcyclist for the part 50 years, both on-road and off-road, I have seen more of
Oregon's forests that the average person.

The best example of multi-use sustained-yield is the Tillamook State Forest. I have ridden
there since the 1970s, long enough to see an entire generation of trees planted, nurtured,
thinned, and harvested. The resulting revenue provides jobs in Washinton, Tillamook and
Yamhill Counties, and also provides much-needed revenue for schools.

There has been ample protection for the Coast Rivers, and trout and salmon are gradually
coming back. We have learned a lot about riparian zones.

This June, I also led a group through Ripplebrook and down to Detroit, and an previous off-
roadrides, I have seen the Table Rock/Opal Creek/Lyons area. With proper forest
management, this area did not have to burn. Unfortunately, many of the access roads have
been closed, making it much harder to fight a fire. I have many friends in the Gates/Mill City
area, and they are left with nothing unless these forests are planted and actively managed.

I encourage you to get to work, cut the red tape, and create a sustainable forest that will
provide both revenues to local communities and multiple-use recreation opportunities.

Thank you, 
Richard Campbell 
16423 SW Luke Ln
Tigard, OR 97223 

mailto:ricksax@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kevin Urbanc
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:16:02 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kevin Urbanc 
51415 US-97
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:lapinekevin@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Darren Smith
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:11:43 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Darren Smith 
256 NE Treena St
Hillsboro, OR 97124 

mailto:darren.m.smith@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lisa Mattes
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:10:34 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Having a relationship to forestry related issues, I send this message with strong
encouragement. The standing burned timber will not convey any improvement to the State of
Oregon unless harvested. Knowing the effects of not harvesting burned areas from the 1990's,
I can attest to the fact that more than many industries will be adversely affected. The trickle
effect is prominent and will only cause more separation and an unstable economy unless
harvests are allowed. Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is
needed to remove dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the
Santiam State Forest only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lisa Mattes 
625 NW Erin Crest
Albany, OR 97321 

mailto:lcmattes@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John ivanoff
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:51:12 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
John ivanoff 
36328 Arvid Carlson Ln
Astoria, OR 97103 

mailto:jivanoff61@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Julie Krevanko
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:50:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Julie Krevanko 
1309 Pioneer Way
Forest Grove, OR 97116 

mailto:juliekrevanko61@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Felicia Elmore
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:46:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Felicia Elmore 
1515 Waverly Dr SE
Albany, OR 97322 

mailto:fifelmore@ymail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: BRADLEY RHOADES
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:37:17 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
BRADLEY RHOADES 
5017 Laurelwood Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97603 

mailto:bigbkfalls@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: LaDonna Pollard
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:34:28 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
LaDonna Pollard 
33700 Viewcrest Dr NE
Albany, OR 97322 

mailto:jp97321@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Richard Ackerman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:34:12 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Richard Ackerman 
17001 Old Mehama Rd SE
Stayton, OR 97383 

mailto:acksacres@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Raymond Agen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:32:58 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Raymond Agen 
2151 Mousebird Ave NW
Salem, OR 97304 

mailto:snkbyt@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: James Lusk
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:32:08 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
James Lusk 
970 Jones-Buckley Ave
Sutherlin, OR 97479 

mailto:jrl1295@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: David Webb
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:46:03 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
David Webb 
1309 SE Barberry Ave
Dallas, OR 97338 

mailto:davidwebb343@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sally McEldowney
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:43:26 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sally McEldowney 
Myrtle Creek Rd
, OR 97458 

mailto:sallymc1@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: James Mahaffy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:42:36 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

State lands have nowhere near the restrictions of Federal lands and should be able to move
quickly and decisively. Do not delay. Act now!

Thank you, 
James Mahaffy 
462 W Berdine St
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:mahaffyj13@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: EDWARD SHARP
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:39:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy. Australia has a program
that is using drones to plant new trees. Amazing and efficient! $$$ wise also

Thank you, 
EDWARD SHARP 
539 Silver Creek Dr
Central Point, OR 97502 

mailto:pveduardo@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Judy Hixson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 9:16:04 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Judy Hixson 
300 Avenue A
Seaside, OR 97138 

mailto:dennis.judyh@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kathy Sperle
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 8:13:18 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kathy Sperle 
1134 Foots Creek Rd
Gold Hill, OR 97525 

mailto:kathysperle@bc.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rick Kriege
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 6:05:23 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Rick Kriege 
4144 NW Stahancyk Ln
Prineville, OR 97754 

mailto:rkriege@qwestoffice.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Patricia Durkin
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 10:15:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Patricia Durkin 
163 E Gower St
Cannon Beach, OR 97110 

mailto:pldurkin@theoregonshore.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lisa Read
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 6:17:45 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lisa Read 
39981 Mitchell Ct
Sandy, OR 97055 

mailto:lisaread9@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karla McMorran
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 4:51:56 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Karla McMorran 
32890 Surfside Dr
Gold Beach, OR 97444 

mailto:karla0413@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: CECIL BRIDGE
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 3:31:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
CECIL BRIDGE 
28232 Santiam Hwy
Sweet Home, OR 97386 

mailto:cmbridge@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Paul Keim
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 2:46:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Paul Keim 
8414 SE Glenwood St
Portland, OR 97266 

mailto:pmk453@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: sara duncan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 2:08:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
sara duncan 
421 Livingood Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

mailto:sara.e.duncan@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dana Belisle
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:40:08 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Dana Belisle 
511 Pacific St
Columbia City, OR 97018 

mailto:dananjim11@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: wesley van de warker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:17:57 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
wesley van de warker 
1957 Turnstone Rd
Redmond, OR 97756 

mailto:wvandewarker@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Robert Palmer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 1:11:43 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Robert Palmer 
4717 Poinsettia St NE
Salem, OR 97305 

mailto:palmerstrees@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Cook
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 12:09:52 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Linda Cook 
37335 1st St
Nehalem, OR 97131 

mailto:lindacookphotography@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: dorinda kelley
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 12:08:48 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
dorinda kelley 
314 NE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213 

mailto:dorindask@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Doreen Murphy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 12:07:45 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Doreen Murphy 
5880 SW 3rd St
Corvallis, OR 97333 

mailto:ratmom5@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karon Ziegler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:48:45 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Karon Ziegler 
63403 Isthmus Heights Rd
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:kpz1012@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Stephen Snyderr
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:48:35 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Stephen Snyderr 
3766 Scenic Dr
Eugene, OR 97404 

mailto:w7cm@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Pamela Berndt
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:46:03 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Pamela Berndt 
PO Box 1158
Port Orford, OR 97465 

mailto:pamela@wildriverslandtrust.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Holm
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:41:52 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Donna Holm 
444 Glide Loop Dr
Glide, OR 97443 

mailto:donna.holm51@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kate Bolinger
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:36:53 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kate Bolinger 
19910 Connarn Rd
Bend, OR 97701 

mailto:katebolinger@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jackie Yung
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:34:13 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jackie Yung 
1935 Salem Dallas Hwy NW
Salem, OR 97304 

mailto:jackiesueyung99@live.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen von Borstel
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:33:45 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Karen von Borstel 
11010 SE Camp Howard Rd
Corbett, OR 97019 

mailto:karenvb@cyocamphoward.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gregor Hinckley
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:30:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Gregor Hinckley 
690 SE 5th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123 

mailto:hinckley.gregor@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Larry Butler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:28:07 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Larry Butler 
1135 Hayes St
Eugene, OR 97402 

mailto:larryjbutler1@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Bryan Cornell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 11:25:58 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Bryan Cornell 
39060 White Fir Ln
Corvallis, OR 97330 

mailto:bryancornell7014@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Denise Smith
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Sunday, December 20, 2020 10:20:33 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Denise Smith 
1699 N Terry St
Eugene, OR 97402 

mailto:wrigleybigley@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sandra Nelson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 8:54:43 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sandra Nelson 
13370 SW Barberry Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008 

mailto:sandran1949@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jane Salamone
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 8:27:03 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jane Salamone 
394 Oak St
Florence, OR 97439 

mailto:janeis50@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Roger Lord
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 7:07:05 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Roger Lord 
8153 SW 171st Pl
Aloha, OR 97007 

mailto:ptaeda@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Dennis Chapman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 3:42:08 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Dennis Chapman 
1534 Jason Lee Ave
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

mailto:dfcbiz@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Carl Holland
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 10:42:24 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Carl Holland 
90932 Beacon Ln
Coos Bay, OR 97420 

mailto:hollandcarlr@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jean Lofy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 10:15:44 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jean Lofy 
13505 SE River Rd
Portland, OR 97267 

mailto:jeanlofy@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mary Lucht
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 8:43:41 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Mary Lucht 
2358 Shields Ave
Eugene, OR 97405 

mailto:aljoemary@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Debra Brown
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 7:33:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Debra Brown 
48846 US-101
Bandon, OR 97411 

mailto:debbiebrown162@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: David miller
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 6:49:09 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
David miller 
2583 St James Way
Central Point, OR 97502 

mailto:gbm102119@outlook.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Nancy Farquhar
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, December 19, 2020 12:31:15 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Nancy Farquhar 
4285 Wendover St
Eugene, OR 97404 

mailto:nancyfarquhar@charter.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: JUDY Caldwell
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 10:15:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
JUDY Caldwell 
15770 S Windy City Rd
Mulino, OR 97042 

mailto:naturesima@bctonline.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Nicole Zedwick
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 9:48:44 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Nicole Zedwick 
38717 NW Cherry St
Scio, OR 97374 

mailto:nicole.zedwick@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Theodore DeVore
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 7:49:18 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Theodore DeVore 
7561 Balsam Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97601 

mailto:tbdevore22@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: ellen nieminen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 7:35:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
ellen nieminen 
79650 Stewart Creek Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016 

mailto:reniemin@clatskanie.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Elaine McCoy
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 5:58:59 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Elaine McCoy 
82274 River Dr
Creswell, OR 97426 

mailto:elajomc@centurylink.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Anne Parkhurst
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 5:29:14 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Anne Parkhurst 
18195 N Bank Rd
Roseburg, OR 97470 

mailto:parkhurst.trucking@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jake Mote
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Friday, December 18, 2020 4:54:04 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jake Mote 
505 Morrow Rd
Independence, OR 97351 

mailto:jakemote13@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michele Jones
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 11:38:47 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Michele Jones 
7049 OR-140
Eagle Point, OR 97524 

mailto:michelenbobbyj@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: AMY ALLISON
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 10:24:40 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.
Let our locals salvage the firewood out of wildfire burns,& help clean up the mess/wildfires
our government let happen.
Plan,maintain,&reopen our forests after wildfires

Thank you, 
AMY ALLISON 
1406 25th St
La Grande, OR 97850 

mailto:boohoobluedog@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: LARY MCKEE
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 4:33:19 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

I absolutely agree that it is sad that our beautiful State of Oregon had so much of our forests,
especially on Public lands, burned! Now because of those devastating fires everything is all
caught up in red tape so recovery is almost impossible to get done! This MUST stop NOW! It
is time to recover what ws lost!

Thank you, 
LARY MCKEE 
850 Mesquite Ln NE
Gervais, OR 97026 

mailto:lary@larymckee.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Marlene Acker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 21, 2020 6:38:01 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Marlene Acker 
35205 Tohl Ave
Nehalem, OR 97131 

mailto:marlene@nehalemtel.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Elizabeth Anderson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 7:50:22 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Elizabeth Anderson 
12500 SW Powell Butte Hwy
Powell Butte, OR 97753 

mailto:ragingangel61@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kim Kotter
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 7:57:15 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kim Kotter 
10307 W 4th St
La Grande, OR 97850 

mailto:kkotter@woodgrain.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Don Hardwick
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 9:37:55 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Don Hardwick 
230 Waukeena Way
Cottage Grove, OR 97424 

mailto:donhardwick@rosboro.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: MarK Dreyer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:54:58 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
MarK Dreyer 
75383 Fern Hill Loop
Rainier, OR 97048 

mailto:mdreyer51@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Gina Pilgreen
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:33:25 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Gina Pilgreen 
32630 Historic Columbia River Hwy
Corbett, OR 97019 

mailto:ginapilgreen@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John MeeK
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:33:47 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
John MeeK 
32620 SW Bridges Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123 

mailto:jmeek50540@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: John Ganzer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:36:40 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
John Ganzer 
1125 NW Wallace Rd
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:jganzer@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kenneth Guerra
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 9:53:53 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Kenneth Guerra 
1454 NW 6th St
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

mailto:ken@investmentresourcesinc.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mark Goddard
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:01:18 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Mark Goddard 
40127 SE Tumala Mountain Rd
Estacada, OR 97023 

mailto:mark.goddard@comcast.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: James Dudley
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 10:27:38 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Quit trying to be like the Forest Service, we can't handle a third poor land manager in this
state.

Thank you, 
James Dudley 
441 Little Springs Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:jim.dudley@swansongroup.biz
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: WILLIAM HAGERTY
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 11:42:01 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
WILLIAM HAGERTY 
35295 U.S. 101 S
Cloverdale, OR 97112 

mailto:whagerty@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Daniel olson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 12:07:24 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Daniel olson 
19779 Thimbleberry Way
Bend, OR 97702 

mailto:dnilsonny@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donna Handegard
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 2:16:36 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Donna Handegard 
1425 U Ave
La Grande, OR 97850 

mailto:donnahandegard@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Walter Kennick
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 1:50:49 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Walter Kennick 
141 S 17th St
Independence, OR 97351 

mailto:walt_kennick@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Samuel Rogers
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 4:15:37 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Samuel Rogers 
1766 Oak Hill Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:buzzardtree@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Tim shiel
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Wednesday, December 23, 2020 8:12:17 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Tim shiel 
PO Box 195
Cornelius, OR 97113 

mailto:7of8oshiel@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Karen Edmonds
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 6:59:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Karen Edmonds 
66506 Old Oregon Trail
Meacham, OR 97859 

mailto:theblues234@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Michael Boquist
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Thursday, December 24, 2020 6:55:25 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Michael Boquist 
204 SW Elmwood Ave
Mcminnville, OR 97128 

mailto:brainfarth@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Cynthia Kessler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 8:06:05 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Cynthia Kessler 
1090 12th St
Port Orford, OR 97465 

mailto:kesslc@icloud.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Chris Johnson
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 10:44:25 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Chris Johnson 
56880 Venture Ln
Sunriver, OR 97707 

mailto:chris.johnson@shanda.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Deanna Graham
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:11:46 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Deanna Graham 
33956 River View Dr
Hermiston, OR 97838 

mailto:grahamdeanna@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Mike kaplan
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:13:14 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Mike kaplan 
500 Country Club Rd
Hood River, OR 97031 

mailto:mikekaplan1@me.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Owen Oliver
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:28:33 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Owen Oliver 
1931 NW Wendy Way
Grants Pass, OR 97526 

mailto:scoutol@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Brad Reding
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:34:44 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Brad Reding 
31121 NW Claxter St
North Plains, OR 97133 

mailto:breding221@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lori Norman
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:36:13 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lori Norman 
4538 SE Roethe Rd
Portland, OR 97267 

mailto:byteboop@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Margaret Taylor
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:47:27 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Margaret Taylor 
13614 Barclay Hills Dr
Oregon City, OR 97045 

mailto:matnw2@msn.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Rick Rolfe
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 12:20:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Rick Rolfe 
33489 Scott Ave
Creswell, OR 97426 

mailto:rickrolfe@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Barbara Taylor
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:59:16 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Barbara Taylor 
34950 Brooten Rd
Pacific City, OR 97135 

mailto:barbbt@centurylink.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Doraly Perez
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:46:19 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Doraly Perez 
3765 SE Stephens St
Portland, OR 97214 

mailto:nearlovesl12@icloud.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: CJ WILLIAMS
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 11:12:47 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
CJ WILLIAMS 
PO Box 22912
Portland, OR 97269 

mailto:kanawaksooma@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Donald Shinpaugh
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 8:13:39 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Donald Shinpaugh 
8440 SW Curry Dr
Wilsonville, OR 97070 

mailto:teamshinpaugh@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Allen Sitton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 7:01:32 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Allen Sitton 
13425 NW Westside Rd
Carlton, OR 97111 

mailto:allennsitton@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Adrienne Kuykendall
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 6:07:31 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Adrienne Kuykendall 
1255 Moorea Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471 

mailto:adriennekuykendall@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sharon Barr
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 4:52:31 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sharon Barr 
P.O. Box 1414
Newport, OR 97366 

mailto:mocha4me@peak.org
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ashley Bean
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 2:55:59 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ashley Bean 
7128 Bethel Rd SE
Salem, OR 97317 

mailto:mrsbean2008@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Lori Casto
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 7:44:00 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Lori Casto 
PO Box 1012
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:lori.1963@netzero.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: David SUCHANEK
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 3:26:07 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
David SUCHANEK 
624 S 72nd St
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:duce478@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Yvonne Pappagallo
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 3:16:15 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Yvonne Pappagallo 
93519 Deadwood Creek Rd
Deadwood, OR 97430 

mailto:ypappy@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Roland Buehler
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 2:55:02 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Roland Buehler 
3906 S Myrtle Rd
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457 

mailto:robucop@hughes.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Linda Goalder
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, December 28, 2020 2:11:33 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Linda Goalder 
2464 Bowman Rd
Reedsport, OR 97467 

mailto:lingoald@aol.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sheri Lenhardt
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 12:11:17 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sheri Lenhardt 
24824 SE Hoffmeister Rd
Damascus, OR 97089 

mailto:slenhardt60@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Velma Springer
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Tuesday, December 29, 2020 1:26:43 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Velma Springer 
52386 Glenwood Dr
La Pine, OR 97739 

mailto:velmaok@frontier.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Nancy Heater
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Saturday, January 02, 2021 2:51:51 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires. 

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Nancy Heater 
23547 Santiam Way SE
Lyons, OR 97358 

mailto:nbh1963.nh@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Sandra Dye
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 11:30:44 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

As a solid waste company serving in South Tillamook County we understand and experienced
the direct effect that these fires had on not only the victims but the ability to have roadways
cleared for the safe removal of solid waste and debris. The true environmental impact is what
happens when proper reforestation plans are usurped by the lack of true education and
experience of past catastrophic events! Learn from these events! 

Go to the Native Americans' plan book: clear and clean up and burn debris so that new forest
can grow strong and tall!

The only thing that is stopping these horrific events that also kill and drive out our beloved
wildlife is ignorance in lawmaking!

Let Oregon be a leader in making the right decisions for our citizens and their property as well
as protecting our beautiful forests!

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Sandra Dye 
14160 Campground St
Cloverdale, OR 97112 

mailto:sandycarbaugh@yahoo.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Jen Hamaker
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:39:35 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Replant and reforest NOW! 

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Jen Hamaker 
88080 Heather Dr
Springfield, OR 97478 

mailto:jenhamaker1@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Ann Jenkins
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 2:45:39 PM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Since 1947 I have travelled over the beautiful Santiam & McKenzie highways always
enjoying the great beauty of these areas. This fall I again drove these highways and knew I
would never see it restored in my lifetime BUT.....get busy and start the restoration for my
grand and great grand children who have been taken to these areas every summer to camp out
& have learned to love it dearly. DO NOT DELAY!

Now that the smoke has cleared, an urgent and robust recovery effort is needed to remove
dead trees from our burned forests. Leaving dead trees standing on the Santiam State Forest
only leaves fuel for future fires.

One need only look to the Tillamook and Elliott State Forests and remember the devastating
fires they succumbed to 80 years ago to see the value of a robust recovery effort to restore
healthy watersheds, recreation, and local communities. Take action today to ensure that our
future generation of Oregonians have forests to work in and enjoy.

Thank you, 
Ann Jenkins 
2230 Steiwer Rd SE
Jefferson, OR 97352 

mailto:4757raj@gmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: ROBERT HAMMAN
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 10:25:35 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Dear Oregon Department of Forestry Oregon Department of Forestry.

It's time to clear the street of the homeless and put them to work replanting the forests of
Oregon. Start a CC program that puts the homeless to work planting trees and clearing the
hiking trails in Oregon. That would house, feed and teach them how to work again. Making
them a new working class instead of a homeless mess.
This would also get them away from the drugs and booze that put them where they are today. I
would rather see my tax dollars spent this way than hiring a bunch of Mexican boarder
jumpers to do this same work. Granted there are some of these homeless people that would
jump at the chance to do this and others that would be best sent by buss to California where it's
warmer and drier. 

What do you have to lose with this idea, it's a win win for the working tax payers of Oregon.
Round them them up and put them to work or buss then out. 

Soylint Green

Thank you, 
ROBERT HAMMAN 
8677 Aumsville Hwy SE
Salem, OR 97317 

mailto:rhamman@mtengineering.net
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov


From: Kris Shelton
To: SFCOMMENTS ODF * ODF
Subject: Take action today
Date: Monday, January 04, 2021 11:09:35 AM

Oregon Department of Forestry,

Do not listen to these far far leftist. They want to lock up our forests from the public. This
group is not thinking of our best interests. Oregon Forest Forever is not interested in helping
our forests but to receive moneys to help them close down our forest from us. A truly bad
group of people that lies and lies to us on what their plan really is.

Thank you, 
Kris Shelton 
1314 Parkdale Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97527 

mailto:cruisinwheels@hotmail.com
mailto:ODF.SFComments@oregon.gov
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